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Worlcboolc issuegrows amid denials .
·

By Celeste Chlapowski
•Oracle Staff Writer

P~blications Directo r ·Frank Spear and
· Auxiliary Services Director Thomas
Berry said yesterday that Dr. George
Jurch never tried to get his ~orkbook, "~
Labor_atory,, Manual m Organtc
Ch~m•s~ry,
printed through the
Un1vers1ty.
Questions about the $10.85 workboo k
arose after students complained of the
workbook's price and· merit, saying they
could have bought graph paper, which
makes up three-quarters_ of · the Jurch
workbook, separately and avoid the high
cost.
The workbook, required in two of
Jurch's classes, was printed by KendallHunt Publications. Jurch stands to make
$660 in royalties· this quarter.

Jurch

The Oracle reported yesterday that
Jurch had said he wanted to get his
workbook published by the University
but due to "inefficiency in university
publicatio·n s" he was unable to.
"I don'. t have any record of him Qurch)
coming to us, even to explore the
possibility pf having us publish his book,"
Spear said.
,
·
with
• "Evidently he ran into problems
·
Frank Spear," Berry said . "The book
never got to me."
Jurch said yesterday he did not m'ean
that he had gone to University
Publications with . this book, but with a
previous workbook · he had ·co-authored
with two USF professors. He said the
Auxiliary Services "couldn't handle it"
and he had had it published commercially.

TODAY'S WEATHER

Partly cloudy through Friday.
High today mid 80's, low 70 's .
Chance of mainly. afternoon
thundershowers. NE winds 20-25
mph. Rain probability 40 per cent.
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Further details on the previous workbook
were unavailable yesterday.
Jurch added that the number requested
of the second book was · 1,200 and not
12,000 as reported . He also said the book
had 116 printed pages~ not 75 as The
Oracle stated. "That would make the
difference . in the · price," he said. Jurch
included the index and the title pages in his
count.
Berry stated that various professors do
send their books to be duplicated and
bound by Auxiliary Services..
"About 15 professors came to us this
quarter,'" he said. "Thaf s a record since
this is a relatively new area of Auxiliary
Services. We've_only been doing this since
September of 71 ."
Continued on page 8
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Few students vote
SG Election
Qtr. 2, according to Richard
Sean Lafitte, ERC chairman
Merrick, current secretary of said students will have 1-0 days
A total of 1,395 votes were Resiqent Affairs.
to file grievances with the
cast in yesterday 's special
A run-off election will be Student Court of Review on
election for the SG Senate. The held next Wednesday in election results. "I'm pretty
vote total does not represent District 2 of the College of sure the court will frown on
voter turnout.
Social Sciences .between any complaints made after a
Randy Sonnenberg, election Margaret Barzler and Rodney few days," he said.
rules committee (E~C) Presley. Both received totals of ' · Winners in yesterday's
member, said last night that 20 votes. Mary Traverse was election will be sworn in and
with students in some districts v.ictorious in this two · take their.seats at the SG Senate
voting for more than one represenative tollege race with meeting today at 7 p.m. in the
representative, approximately 35 votes.
UC Ballroom. New senators
two thirds of the total number
No ·winner w~s declared in will serve through Qtr. 2.
of votes cast constitutes the District 5 of the College of
New Senators are:
turnout.
Education. The votes were
Yesterday's ~lection was the divided - between Brenda
BUSINESS
first held under the new · Graham (10 votes), Elaine
apportionment plan adopted Carlyle (10) and-John Morgan
Dist. l - Mike Einstein, Harry Bing,
Qtr. 3_. The 1,395 votecountis ( 11 ). Confusion resulted over
Dist. Z - Tim Matthew, Steve
in contrast with the estimated the validity of Morgan's Johnson.
2,3.00 votes cast in SG elections election because he was fi-led to
Dist. 3 - Ken Richter.
EDUCTION
for president and vice president · run in District 2. · .
By Christy Barbee
Oracle Staff Writer

·, Students turn out to ·vote
... in senate elections

Megill case to receive hearing
By Tom Palmer
beginning with a public
Oracle_Staff Writer
hearing.Nov .. 27.
Dr. Kenneth Megill,
"At the hearing we will put
controversial
assistant. the President of the University
professor of philosophy at the of Floirda under oath in public ·
University of Florida (UF),
and ask him questions we have .
said here . yesterday that
wanted to ask for a long time,"
collectiv_e bargaining would
Megill said.
eliminate many of the problems
Nevertheless, Megill said
of "legalism" . raised by
that having to resort to the
university administrators.
courts is · very expensive,
"Legalism (having to resort
costing at least $20,000 · to
to legal action in faculty . pursue a case to the U.S.
disputes) is disruptive to the
Supreme Court.
university but thei::e is no other
'.'I feel really confident,"
alternative right now," he said.
Megill said in reference to his
Megill discussed · UF Pres.
case, adding that in the time
Stephen O 'Connell's action in
since he was given notice of
denying him tenure and
termination he has attained
subsequently giving him.notice
more humane relationships
of termination last June,
with fc:;llow AFT rights.
Supported by the American
" O'Connell is an honest guy
Federation of Teachers
who really believes that Ken
(AFT), _of which he is state
Megill is a threat to the
chairman, Megill is pursuing
University of Florida," Megill
his dispute with O 'Connell's · said, trying to draw a
actions mto federal court,
distinction between the two

Megill
types of administrators iri
Florida.'s universities.
Pres. Cecil· Mackey
exemplifies the other type of
administrator, Megill said.
"Mackey has found that the
way to efficiently operate a
repressive university in a
modern· age is throug-h
committees," Megill charged.
He said administrators like
Mackey retain total and
absolute power while

delegating. power to students ·
and faculty _members who
agree with them.
"The . President is the
University," he concluded.
· "Collective bargaining is the
last conservative alternative in
dealing with university
administrators and the most
logical/' Megill said, claiming
that collective bargaining .
worked elsewhere in cases
similar to his.
At the heart of the problem,
Megill continued, are illdefined or non-existent review
procedures for the faculty.
"Right now, the president is
the final authority for
appealing his own decisions,"
he said, concluding that many
of the legal problems
confronting
university
administrators are due to this
irrational system for which
collective bargaining under the
AFT is a solution.

Dist. l - Jim Larkin, Sharon f.ogel,
Dennis Firink. ·
Dist. 2 - Dentise Pearcey.
Dist. 3 - David Olsen, Jan Adams.
Dist. 4 - Richard Greene, Linda
Garcia.
Dist. 5 - no winner declared.
ENGINEERING
Douglas
Crew,

MacPherson,

Michael

FINE ARTS
Dist. l - Sandi Crosby.
Dist. 2 - Beatrice Harmon.
LANGUAGE-LITERATURE
Dist. 1 - Stan Gould.
Dist. 2 - Tim Moore.
ATURAL SCIENCE
Dist.
Dist.
Dist.
Dist.

l 234-

Kurt Spitzer.
Howard Steele.
Cathy Murphy .
Fred Peterson.

SOCIAL SCIE CES
Dist. l - Bill Davis, Bruce Daniell.
Dist. 2 - Mary T ra verse (run-off
between Margaret Barzler and Rodney
Presley).
.
Dist. 3 ·_ Gary Finley and Sallye
Simons.
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don't .d rop out, they·get shoved
TALLAHASSEE (UPl).· _out_," said-Christian. "They get
Leon·c01mty sherifr~·dq>u6es .
·are . on · the lo<>kout for an·
pushed .out by boredom~ by
programs
they can't relate to or
expensive yard-long cockroach
understand. "
naµied George. It was stolen
from atop an exterminator's
car.
Fre~k Shows ·oK
Ira Eubank$ told po.lice the
TALLAHASSEE (UPl):..
fiberglass-and-meta.I -bug · was
The Florida Supreme Court .
stolen 'from Big Bend
struck down a 19 21 law against
Exterminators car. He said ·he
·
freak shows yesterday, saying
named the.roach, and the police
the state has no business telling
report dutifully
noted,
,.
' . anyone
Students Shoved
that they .cannot earn
·"answers to . tqe . name of
INVERNESS (UPl)an honest'living.
George."
Education
Commissioner
·"It may be that certain
Except for being 36 inches
Floyd T. Christian said
malformations, perhaps those
by 16 inches, with metal legs
yesterday many of the teenrelating to private areas of the
and antennae, it's very
agers
who
never
finish
high
body or some which may be
authentic-looking, according
out"
of
an
school
are
"shoved
repulsive or. vulgar in nature,
to Mrs. Laura Eubanks.'.' "He
educational system that has a . would so affect the morals and
was worth about $200 and I
hard time communicating with
general welfare as to lend
can't imagine .what anybody
them
.
t~emselves to a prohibition by
.would do with him, except us,''
"Too many yo~ngsters
a proper law which sets
she said.
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-

.
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was addressed to .a Floridian
and. : coQtained a p_amphlet
prep?red by . HOD: :'the
pamphlet, he said,. is aimed at
convincing older peopl~ th;n
HUD' s · housing programs
wete bringing peace, . security
and contentment to older
voters_...and implied the cred·it
should .go to.Nixon.

appropriate standards," said
the 6-1 decision . .

Be~tty for ·McGovern

MIAMI (UPl)-The Florida
coordinator · of Sen-. George
Suicide
McGovern's campaign for
president charged , yesterday
T AMPA-(UPl)-A 77--yearthe Nixon administration is old man whose . body was "
misusing · government found hanging from a tree
personnel, printing facilities Tuesday evening had• told
and postage at taxpayer friends he didn't want to be a
expense to urge ·re-election of burden- anymore, police said
the President.
yesterday. ·
As proof, Warren Beatty
The death _o f Mar:iuel Diaz
exhibited to a news conference was ruled a suicide.
an envelope from the U .S.
The body was discovered
Department of _Housing and -hanging from a large ·oak tree
Urban Development which by a passing motorist.

New Director
TALLAHASSEE (UPI)-·
Dr. John D. Ainslie, -who
· taught psychiatry · at the
University of Florida medical
school in 19 58-6 2, yesterday
was appointed director of the .
state's new mental health
institute northwest of the USF
_campus ..
Ainslie, who got his medical
degree at the University of
California in Berkeley, is now
medical and · educatio nal
director' of the Kings V iew
Community Mental H ealth
Services in Visalia, Calif. a·nd ·
dinical professor o f
- psychology at Southern Cal's
Rep.J. Bonet
Medical College.
He will move to Tampa
North Vietnamese prisoner of shortly to head up planning for
· the institute, scheduled for
war camp.
Gartley, 28, of Dunedin, met completion in January, 1974.
briefly with newsmen as he left
the Jacksonville Na val
Hospital on _a 90-day leave
following 11 days of intensive
medical tests and debriefing .

Mayor Daley· praises _M cGovern
CHICAGO (UPI) :- Sen.
George· S. McGovern was
lauded - by Chicago Mayor
Richard J . Daley as a "great
statesman" yesterday and won
a rousing-show of support from
the Cook County precinct captains who ·must do the
doorbell ringing if he is to
capture Illinois and _ its 26
electoral votes Nov. 7.

No ·•s·urrender'
CHICAGO (UPI) - Sen.
George S . . McGovern
yesterday rejected Republican
charges that his plan to end the
Vietnam War was tantamoµnt
to "surrendering" South
Vietnam .to the Communists
but admitted his withdrawal
proposals were "not ri-sk-free."
McGovern said that his plan
to pull out all U :S. forces from
Indochina within 90 days and
cease all military aid would still
leave the South Vietnamese
government with their own
million man army intact.

Despite Nixon
WASHINGTON (UPI) Despite President Ni~on's
intervention, .the Senat_e refused
· yesterday for the · second
straight day to halt debate' over
a tough an tib using bill ,
ap parently dooming an y
chance of its passage before
Congress adjourns fo r the year.

Pollution
ATLANTA (UPI) - EPA
administrator
Ruckelshaus
says the signing of the $24
billion water pollution bill may
be endangered by · President
Nixon's concern over deficit
spending . ·

Thanks, but not hardly
WASHINGTON (UPI) Three top Republican officials
. refused yesterday to testify
L. _ C __ .:. .

~L ·~
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Committee in connection with
the break in . and: · .alleged
bugging -. of. the.. Watergate

Rehabilitation · Research and
T raining Center, relieves
spasticity .-stemming from
overactivity of the musc~es .

Thanks, but no thanks
AT LANT A (UPI) - Julian
Bond gave Sam Nunn an
endorsement he said he didn 't
want yesterday.
Bond, a black legislator from
Atlanta, announced forma'tio_n
of "Black Georgians fo r
McGovern-Shriver ' '
and
. urged support of the entire
Democratic ticket, inciuding
Senate nominee Nunn.

Sen. McGovern

Moonwalk rehearsal
CAPE KEN NEDY (UPl)Two Apollo 17 astronauts
rehearsed their moonwalk on a
Pres. ·Nixon
mock mq~nscape littered with
seashell fragments yesterday
and
said later they were almost
headquarters of the Democratic .
ready
to set out on America's
national committe~.
last planned lunar expedi.t ion.
Moonflight veteran Eugene
Every Vot~ Counts
A. Ceman and geologist
URBANA, Ill. (UPI)- T he
Harrison H . "Jack" Schmitt
votes of the student body of the
practiced their lu~ar surface
University of- Illinois "could
activities _for about six hours
carry the national election" for
windy and sometimes
.fSen. George McGovern, actor- . despite
rainy weather.
director Warren Beatty said
here Monday .. ··
Civilian life
Speaking befo re,,a crowd of
JACKSONVILLE (UPI),about a thousand at the Illinois Freed Navy pilot Lt. Mark L.
c~mpus, Beatty urged the Gartley said yesterday he is
institution'. s 35,000 students to considering possible civilian
register to vote if they have not careers aithough he is not "antialready done so .
military" despite four years in a

STUDENt
DISCOUNT
10% on all
Photo Supplies

Save $20 On This New
Powerful Marantz
· Stereo System!

·&

200/o

on most

You don't have to spend a
fortune to own the world's
most
expensive
stereo
equipment. Get· t he all-new
Marantz Model 22 15 AM/FM
ste reo receive r, conservat_ively
· rated a t 30 watts continuous RMS powe r and packed with
exclusive Marantz fea ture s.
And get a pa ir of fa nta stic
Mara ntz 2-way Imperial 4
speaker systems. This superb .
combination would cost you
$368 if you bought the
compone nts separately. Now
it's system-priced at just $348.

lines of equipt .

. -.. . . . . ...

We have mass
comm . & fine arts
requiremen ts

. . . . •.. . . .

Came ra Rentals
& Repairs

•....•.••..•.•..•

Abners
· Camera Corner
1311 S. Dale Mabry

(In Martins)

New Drug
. ATLANTA (UP l)-The
U.S . Food a nd Dru g ·
Administration is expected to
approve some time µext year a .
new drug developed by Emory
University scientists that could
mean ·a new life fo r thousands
r
. '
.
01. sctoKt: ano cere~ra1 palsy
victims .
Dan'tl o1.ene . sodiu·m,.-·
developed a.t Emory 's Regional
I

I
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Levine rallies SFC support-By Michael Kilgore
Oracle Staff Writer

SG Sen. Mark Levine has ·
called a meeting of student
leaders in an attempt to drum
up support for the Student
Finance C,ommittee (SFC).
The focus of the planned
meeting is a proposal _by Dr.
Joe Howell, vice president for
Student Affairs, which would
greatly reduce the role of th~
SFC . in bud get ing the
Activities and Service Fee.
Levine has mailed out 30
letters to leaders of campus
organizations calling for a ·

Mark Levine

apathetic, " Levine said. "They
don't care because they don't
understand what the proposal
will do."
Levine said the Howell
proposal would set up a puppet
committee
_ from
representatives
of · college
councils which are approved
by Howell.
"The committee will· hear
what he (Howell) wants them
to hear," Levine said.
Levine emphasized that them e et i n g
w a 's
not
a
demonstration but a group
session to think and talk about
the Howell proposal.

meeting today at 8 p.m. in UC
203 . He added that any other
students are also invited to
attend.
"We hope to gather student
support and momentum for
this current crisis," Levine said .
Although the Howell
proposal emphasized the value
of student input, Levine said all
student input would be-lost if
the plan W!;re implemented.
Levine said the issue directly
affect:ed more students than any
other campus issue including
visitation and The Book .
"Student sentiment has beeq .

., ne to · expand
iJ'

Ill

By Michael Kilgore
Oracle Staff Writer

Helpline, a telephone
counseling and referral service,
may ex_pand into a 24-hour
program this year.
Toni Huber; one o'f
Helpline's operators, said the
expansion "would be within
two years, . hopefully this
year. "
Helpline is currently open
6 a.m.-6 . _p.rri. on
weekdays and 24 hours on
weekends.
Huber said a line devoted
entirely to the problems of
· females was another possible
expansion of the service.
Three all-day restructured
training sessions for persons
interested m working for
Helpline will begih this
weekend.
The three-day
trammg
.
.
session 1s a compromise
between the lengths of training
periods in the past.' Helpline

experimented with both longer
arid shorter training periods
before settling on the present
system.
Currently, 13 operators are
manning the lines and Huber
savs most ar·e ~orking· double
s{~-hour shifts until the new
volunteers finish their training.
"We always need people, "
Huber said. She added that ·
interested students could still

apply and attend the training
sess10ns.
_
The main target of the
training· sessions is to make
potential operators "sensitive
to the needs of the people who

g am

are calling," Huber said.
Other trammg
includes
learning . what services and
,agencies are available to callers
since Helpline is basically a
referral service, she said.

The first training session will
begin at 9 a.m. oil Oct. 14 at the
University Fellowship. The
following two sessions-will_ be
held on Oct.15 and Oct. 2i in
UC 251 E.
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OVERLINERS &
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WR-MYSTERIES
OF THE ORGANISM
Brilliantly original
with gleeful
irreverance. -~wswm
Satanically funny. ·
•

Jobs Are Available . . ·. !
For FREE . information
on student assistance and
placement pro-gram sen~
self-addressed ST AMPED
envelope _to the National
Placement_Registry, 1001
East Idaho St., Kalispell,
MT 59901

AUT()MATIC
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- T-4ME MAGAZINE

A· picture of
blazing originality.
Must be seen. v eos,
-N

Fri. Oct. 13 - Sot. Oct. 14
7, 9, 11 PM
Sun. Oct. 15 - 7:30 & 9:30 PM
ENA (Engineering Audito riu m)

$1.00
No one under 17 admitted
Film Art Series

~f-1':·-t.-.-~
,_ ;;::-~~

Uo the
·whole
O~b bit
in color;.
'

DON'T WASH
YOUR c-AR!
Big W Car Wash
Wash it free

8 IG "W"elcomes you to a free fULLSERVfCEcor
wash with the purchase of every 21 gallons of gos
purchased you receive 1 token. Save the tokens or turn
them in as partial _payment.

START ACCUMULATING TOKENS NOW

FREE
FULL SERVICE
GAL~~NSCAR WASH
TOKENS

21

BUSCH RIVD . nt NFRRASKA

I

HOT CARNAUBA WAX $1 oo
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SO' ' .

Here's the fastest, easiest, most colorful way
Jo draw the prettiest eyes. Do it with liners by
Maybelline that you wear two-at a time.
Use subtly shaded 0verliners in Charcoal
Brown, Navy, Ash Brown, Olive or Black.
-Then contrast with pastel Underliners in
Soft.Blue or Mint Green. 0verliners and
Underliners - with a pure sable brush ·
and creamy formula in very pretty
• cases. (Refills available.)

MaJwOOiMo,
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Textboolc disp ute: Wha t s up Doc 7
1

It seems a re-view of the system by
which textbooks are selected and
approved of wouldn't be a bad idea in
light of the controversy involving a
required text written by a USF
chemistry professor.
You have to admit that on the surface
it does not look qµite right.
Professors choosing books they have
written .as a required text for a course
they · are teaching is, of course, a
common practice. In this particular
instance, however, there appears to be
some questionable decisions involved.
The book, a chemistry lab ma.nual ,
was written-by chemistry professor Dr.
Georgejurch. It is required in two of his
courses, CHM 332 and 336. Only 116
of the 303 total pages contain words.
The other pages have grid lines, printed
on one side only. Cost of public'ation is
determined on a per page basis and the
total cost is $10.85. Withoutthe graphlike pages the book would have cost
around three dollars , according to the
publishers.
· At the very least it looks like Dr.
Jutch exercised poor judgement.
Students in the course say the insertion
of the graph paper was not essential.
The same amount of graph paper can be

purchased separately for about $1.50, if _
a student needed that much.
If the book had been published
through University Publications it
would have cost much less. Jurch says
the University was unable to deliver the
book before production deadlines
expired because of "inefficiency " so he
took his book to an off-campus
publisher.
But University Publications and the
bookstore have claimed they have no
record of Jurch's request. Either

somebody is not telling all or there is
some poor communication between
University Publications and faculty
members. They claim that if pressed
they can deliver a book in "about a
week."
Furthermore University
policy
prohibits faculty members receiving
royalties when materials are published
for use on this campus only, which this
book was. Jurch admits he was trying
out his book at USF to determine if he
would publish it nationally. This too is

against University regulations.
It is a little startling that all these
improprieties could have been
overlooked. One wonders how many
times this has happened before, in other
departments, with other professors.
Can it happen again?
Textbooks represenr a major expense
to students. It should be the duty of the
University to insure that costs are kept
at a minimum. It seems a review of the
system by which books are selected and
approved of wouldn't be a bad idea.

ii•--O~CLE--------------

Df-T QR-JAL·s

AND

COMM ENTA RY

The Oracle is written and edited by
students at the University of South
Florida . Editorial views herein are not
necessarily those ol th'e advisor or the
University administration

,,

-Lett ers-:.

What gives?

Editor:
Today I went to vote in the election.
of representatives for the Student
Advisory Council, college of Social
Science. I also happen to be running for
a seat on the council from the divisional
major department. My opponents are
Lloyd Hall and Charles Caro.
While going through the process of
showing my ID I learned that the man
responsible for insuring that a fair vote
was taken was, in fact , my opponent,
Lloyd Hall.
I feel that this is a grave disregard of
one of the basic principles of
de111ocracy--that there should be
absolutely no chance of foul play at the
place where you cast your vote. I
confronted the man in charge of the
election, Mr. Lacey, who admitted that
Mr. Hall was indeed at the voting desk.
He contended that Mr. Hall was the
_only available person to sit there.
My question is: How could a
candidate for an office be qualified to
The demise of the Student Finance
supervise the polling place?
Committee, sudden as it seems to some,
·
jack "o. Hopkins might be mistakenly regarded as the end
3SSI of an era, or a move by the University
administr.ation to seize power from the
students. Administrators, however,
Editor:
_
this is not the case.
The Oracle's failure to include any
The academic world, particularly the
mention of the United Front Against
University,
is by its nature in a constant
the War's counter-dedication of the VA
state
of
evolution,
and necessarily so.
hospital is perhaps the most blatant
example of your paper's continued bias The moment it ceases to change it ceases
against any anti-establishment actions. to fulfill its obligations to the people ,
The only mention of the demonstration within it - students, faculty and
It must
appeared in the second half of an article administration alike.
continuously
rearrange
its
structure,
headlined as a story about John Hogg 's
attitudes
and
personnel.
grievances with Tampa police.
Hopefully, The Oracle will someday
Viewed in its proper perspective, the
reverse this bias and help build student dissolution of the Student Finance
actions on a campus noted for apathy . Committee is not some overt act
Felix Breden incompatible with ·the nature of the
Natural Science Senator administration of this University, but
merely another in a series of changes
T his public document was
instituted by a " progressive "
promulgated at an annual cost of
administration.
$147,208.42, or 9¢ per copy, to
Since Pres. Mackey's arrival on
disseminate news to the students,
campus he has dedicated himself to a ·
staff and faculty of the University
program of change. His first step was to
of South Florida. (Forty per cent
reorganize the academic structure of the
of the per issue cost is offset by ·
University. Having accomplished that,
advertising revenue.)
he was quick to recognize the need for

Student comm entar y----- ------- ------- --

De d ica t ed Macl cey

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R i c h a r d Merrick

Blatant bias

new personnel to administer the
restructured University, substituting
professional administrators and staffs
for the outmoded program of student
participation. And now the results of
these innovative decisions are bearing
· fruit, as the various vice presidents have
begun to get the spirit of the thing.
In recent months we have seen new
and startling methods of selecting
department chairmen from Dr. Riggs,
which relieve the departments of the
burden of helping to select their
chairmen and place the entire weight
upon Riggs himself. And now Dr.
Howell has seen the need for the
Student Finance Committee to yield to
"progressive" ideas.
As I have said before, this is not a loss,
nor an end, but a beginning. Under
Pres. Mackey's administration, USF is
seeing a "new" leadership, a "new"
direction, and as I watch it taking shape
I am moved to remember the prophetic ·
words of the poet Yeats:
"What rough beast, its hour come
round at last,
Slouches toward Bethlehem to be born?" ·
Or, on a local level, the closing

statement of then acting Pres. Harris
Dean, at the Hotline session at which he
first introduced President-appointe e
Mackey to USF students:
"I hope you all sleep as well as I d~
tonight."
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Nad er:"

Congress has
abdi~a ted power

Commentary

may have made in his appraisal
By FRANK ELEAZER
of Congress--and he made
som_e lulus~ of course-:-he was
WASHINGTON (UPl)right
about that.
Ralph Nader's report on
The
lawmakers passed their
Congress hit Capitol Hill last .
first big reorganization bill in
wee~ like an empty mail sack,
1946 not for its reforms but for
soppmg wet.
its
congressional pension,
Except for some loud cries of
which
they since have nutured
"foul;" few members were
and fertilized into one of the
willing.to admit they even had
healthiest anywhere, paying up
seen it.
.
to' $34,000 a year.
That shouldn't have come.as
In 196-5 there were
a surprise, and it sure didn't to
rumblings from the electorate
Nader~
about the need f~r - further
It was not so much that the
reform.
$42,500
year lawm;kers,
Members set up a ·Housewho incidentally are beginning
Senate committee .which
to sniff around for a raise,
studied and stud.ied and finally
couldn't afford the._$1.95 price
recommended
a lot of
of Nader's latest paper 'back
improvements,
including of
book.
·
course extra staffers and more
But the.book-entitled "Who
free trips horo'e to sweeten the
Runs Congress?" ·does riot
dose
.
.- make the best possible bedtime
· About that time, though, a
reading for senators and House
new Congress started passing.
members. · ·
President Lyndon Johnson's
It says variously that· they
Great Society bills at such a rate
have · slid off the· back .o( the
people ·got the uneasy feeling if
sleigh, dropped· the -ball,
it was even 10
cent more
thrbwn the game and sold us
efficient
··
the
taxpayers
ordinary folks down the river'.
wouldn't be able to stand it. So
They have · abdicated their
the reform b,ill was.laid quietly
power, says Nader, to_ big
to rest.
business .and the White House.
The· goodies . were- then
An indictment like.that could
· do for Corigress wh;it "Unsafe · plucked one by one frorri the
casket and passed out to the
at Any Speed'-' did for the
members. When a new ci:op of
Corvair. But Nader thinks the
freshmen again raised the cry of
legislative machi~e-is on·e that
reform
nothing much was left
can be fixed.
.
·.
to
tickle
the tastebuds.
H~ wants you to_help fix it.
But
reform
talk can ge_t out of .
.A_t a news conferenc·e held to
hand, and it fmally .did, ·
unveil the res-ults of his
Congress · study--his · most . resulting in the 197~ legislative.·
reorganization ·act which went
amQitious· · to date--Nader
a fot farther than most membei:s
conceded .• that .the averag~
law.maker.takes to· refonn like..a . wanted toward . abolishing
secrecy-and putting theitvotes.
dog do.est~ a_bath. · .- · · , ,
on
the record.
Whateyer ,.. mi$t~~~ . N adcer _
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minimum criteria: Minimum cumulative GPR of 2.5 at · ·
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Reporting, and Beginning News Editing, or · the
·equivalent in experience related to the position; a letter.of
recommendation, addressed to the Director 'of Student
Publications, from a professional or teacher in the field of .
joum~lism/niass conununications, to be selected by the
applic;mt, confirming the experience ;ind quality of
performance of the applicant.
.
Application forms may be obained in the Office of
Student Publications, LAN.47 2, between the hours of 8
a.m. and 5 p.tn., .Monday through Friday. The d~adline
for submitting applications is October 26. The Director ·
of St_udent Publications. will certify whether each·
applicant .meets the minimum criteria and eligible
applicants will be. interviewed individually by the staff
members of The Oracle beginning at 2 p.m. Friday,
· October 27. The staff members will evaluate the
applicant's qual_ifications and progr_amproposals by vote
and submit the results to ·the . Director for his
recommendation to the · Vice · President for Student
Affairs.
All credentials and other information provide_d by.
applicants will be held in confidence by all participants.
The University is an Equal Opportunity Employer, .and
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Abram

Carvalho

Series .hosts farne-d musicians
Four
internationally
renowned musicians will be
feztured in the Concert Series
· for
Traditional,

Contemporary,
and
Experimental Music, Sunday
through Tuesday.
Pial)ist Jacques Abram,

violist Walter Trampler and
conductor Eleazar de Carvalho
will perform a variety of
musical compositions. Music
department chairman Larry
Austin,
although
not
performing, has composed
material for the program.

Tramler has played in
concerts throughout the U.S.,
Europe and the Far East.
· Tramler will also ·perform an
intermedia piece, "Walter,"

composed for him by Larry
Austin.
Austin was recently honored
as an outstanding American
Continued on page 7

Jacques Abram will open
the series Sunday, with a solo
piano recital. · Abram, a faculty
member in the music
department~ has performed
_with over 60 orchestras in
North and South America and
Europe.

Austin

co
Sunday, 8:30 p.m.
-Jacques Abram performing Bach, Bartok,
Beethoven, Chopin, Debussy arid Mozart.
Monday, 8:30 p.m.
Walter Tramler performing Serio and Hindemith.
chestra for
· Eleazar de Carvalho, conducting the Or_
New Repertory.
Tuesday, 8:30 p:m.
Walter Tramler performing Austin.
Eleazar de Carvalho conducting the Orchestra for
·· New Repertory.
All performances wiil be performed .in the
University Theatre. Reserv~d tickets are on sale in
the Theatre Box Office, 974-2323.

He will perform Bach's
"Prelude" from the Sixth
:English Suite; Barto k' s
"Sonata," 1926; Beethoven's
"Sonata in A Major, Op.l0 f ;"
Chopin's "Ballade No. 4 in F
Minor, ·op . 52 " and
"Berc.euse;" Debussy's "F eux
d' Artifice" and "Poissons
d'Or;" and Mozart's "Sonata ,
in A Minor, K 3iO."
Violist Walter Tramler will
perform Oct. 16 and 17.
T ramler has commissioned
worlc for the vjola from several
composers · of new mu_sic,
including
Luciano Berio,
whose "Chemins 11" Tramler
will play Oct. 1-6.

RAZOR curs.
HAIR STYLING

PH-9.71-3633
Appointments
Available
· Hours
D4'ily 9,6
. ·
Thurs. & Fri. 9.!7:30

13520 UNJVERSITY PLAZA

TOYOTA
HOMER F. HERNDON
"WE CARE"
2 locations

* 3901 Florida Ave.
* 3909 Florida Ave .

TAMPA

-

TNADAn

71 HERNDON

Ph. 22.3-4902

TIie R,ar,en
13116 FL ORIDA
TAMPA

FOU N _T AIN
AVE.
R O. OM
J

.

STANLEY J.
T~ L. 935_- i 94 6
a_
nd MA RY.A, FIJAL .
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Honlcy· Tonic Nation'

.T

Outlaws repeat
political opera
The Dixie Outlaws, who ·
played their political rock
opera "Honky T onk Nation "
to a mob of 5,000 standing,
foot-stomping and praisebell owing residents of
. Flamingo Park, (c. Republican
Convention, 1972), will repeat
the performance for USF
students tomorrow night.
Harris Dobkin,· promoting
the show in the area, as he did in
Miami this summer, could only
say that the group's reception
had _been " ec.static " at
F.lamingo Park .
Having joined shortly before
the convention for the sole
purpose • of playing to
convention crowds , the
Outlaws wowed even senior
citizens who wander·ed in
.during the · performance.
Dobkin says . elderly listeners
were extremely receptive to the
political views embraced in the

Concerts
Continued from page 6

composer at the annual
American Music Forum.

opera, as well as to ·its musical
style.
Fred Nemo, lead singer; Will
Scarlett, lead guitar; Buzzy
DeLoach , organ; Faust,
drummer; and Karl, bass,
~ "' ''\'" ~
compose the Dixie Outlaws.
Their work covers three major
themes; the politics of sex, the
The Dixie Outlaws will play "Honky Tonk Nation"
politics of war and the politics
of religion.
Currently operating out of
1
Orlando , all five group
members have been studio
..
.
musicians, and several bounced
off of a group locally known as
King James Version.
N ow produced· by Zippie
Unpretentious in style as its presentation will ut iliz-e choice of the material. " My
media king Thomas Forcaid,
parent book, " Huck Finn" a la costuming suggestive of a more ' motivation always comes from
the group leaves on tour 1n
Bernard Downs will soon take fully-staged production. Plans what I like."
November with Commander . the stage in a major speech have been laid for the use of
Downs says he also finds
Cody and his Lost Planet · department adaptation of the music -- "primitive · stuff, '' much moral dilemma in Huck's
Airmen; ~nd will complete the
Mark Twain novel.
·Downs explains. Harmonicas part of the script. Huck says at
tour in February with John
And, in bright genetic form, and other very basic one point that he would' rather
Lerinon.
this offspring will retain all the instruments will be· the main ·experience hell for helping Jim
_ The music in "Honky Tonk
important characteristics of its thrust of the accompaniment. than heaven for deserting him.
Nation;' -runs anywhere from
progenitor, however compact
"I like the sense . of
The presentation w.iU be
singalong to country and
it ·will be in size.
Americana you get from him Oct. 17 and 28 at 8 p.m. in
blues to hard rock. " Dream
The condensation 1s Twain," _Downs says of his LAN 103, free to the public.
Ped d le r ·, ; '
one
s on g
necessary , according to
outstanding in the·libretto, will
director Downs. "I'm trying to
be cut as a single. ·
cover.the spectrum of the book.
The production will be in the
I'm sure I could probably m,ake
Catholic Center at 9 p.m. Cost
this into a 20-hour thing."
is $2 .
"The Novelty Shop'~
_
Simpli.s ticall y set, the

s:~~--:"_
. • ii.·

Huclc Finn' adaptation
simple as Twain novel

Cffl.i . aaa

Brazilian
conductorcomposer Eleazar de Carvalho ·
will conduct the Orchestra for
New Repertory in a
performance of Christian
Wolffs " Nine," Oct. 16 and
17.

t~
-·

32U3 E. BUSCH BLVD.
Phone 988-8262 · ·

CALL

•

HOURS: 10-9 MONDAY-SATURDAY

IMPORTS AND HANDICRAFTS

VETZEI:

·* NEW SHIPMENT

MOVING~ STORAGE

Local and long Distance Moving
Packing • Storage • Crating

He has conducted concerts
with .orchestras throughout the
world, including the T eatro
Muncipal in Rio deJaneiro and
the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra.
T he Orchestra for New
Repertory, ·which is making its
debut, will play Morton
Feldman's "Madame Press
Died Last Week at Ninety,"
Robert Moran's "Illuminatio
N octuma," and Terry Riley's
"In C," as well as the pieces
conducted by de Carvalho . .

,\,

*

WE'RE THE BEST MOVER IN
CENTRAL FLA. - LET US SHOW YOU!!

OF HAND
EMBROIDERED PEASANT CLOTHES
FROM ECUADOR100/o DISCOUNT ON -SAND CASTED

C NOLES .

Free estimates: Phone 238-2992

1912 73 SER S FOR TR
=-

EXPER~

E 1 l

D C

p

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15
JACQUES ABRAM, PIANIST
SOLO RECITAL
8:30 PM UNIVERISTY THEATRE

The series is sponsored by ·
the Florida Center for the Arts
and the Music department.

_fcirty Room Available
MONDAY, ·OCTOBER · 16 .
DEB.UT CONCERT
. _ Orchestr-a for New Repertory
ELEAZAR DE CARVAHLO, conductor
·WALTER TRAMPLER, Solo Viole
ELEAZAR DE CARVAHLO

.fl":·

T '

..M~
PIZZA
10206 N . 30th St~
PHONE: 971~1410

R

A

M

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17
NEW MUSIC AND INTERMEDIA
Orchestra for New Repre,t ory ·
·ELEAZAR DE CARVAHLO, WALTER TRAMPLER
8:30 PM UNIVERSITY THEATRE

p
L
E

R-

TICKETS .TO EACH CONCERT: PUBLIC $2 .00 - USF FULL-Tl.ME STU.DENTS $1 .00
Ava tlable at th e Theatre Box Office l : 15-4:30 weekdays and one hour prio r to p erforma nces
FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS .
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By the National Student Lobby
Student Rent Controls Clarified

The U.S. Price Commission's Rent Advisory Board has
clarified 'Phase.JI reot regulations pertaining to college students,
following a meeting between Advisory Board executive Secretary
James Tanck and NSL Executive Director Layton Olson.Federal
Rent Stabilization Regulations now clearly state that rent control
guidelines (allowing only 2½ percent rent increases per year)
apply to ~ental units and not to the number of persons living in that
unit. NSL favored this unity-unit clarification since it prevents
landlords from using the loophole of increasing rent when an
E~itc;>r Tommy Prince
additional· person moves into an apartment. ·
However, Rent Stabilization Guidelines currently apply only
1
1
to ·off-campus student housing. On-campus housing costs (as well
as costs of tuition and on-campus meals) are exempted from the
2½ per cent guidelines.
_Student housing advocates on campus are familiar with both the
guidelines and procedures on rents, copies of whi~h are also
·
typing· - with one ·finger - a available at local IRS offices.
By Andrea Harris
poem for the ·Mirror:
·
"Big Mac" Involved in Student Wage Fight · ·
Oracle Feature Editor· It's shabby on the outside -M_a y yoq have enough
Ray Kroc, Board Chairman of McDonald's drive-in
happiness to keep you swe.et;
so dingy· that the pride and
restaurants, is reported to have contributed .over $250,000 to the
Enought
tri'als
to· keep you, 197-2 N.1xon campaign
happiness within shines out
· m
· or der to keep th e m1mmum
· ·
·
·
wage at
strong·
·
only that much more brightly.
·' h ·
k
· . · . $1.60 per hour for students under 21 and youth under 18, when
E noug sorrow to eep you
The
pride
. of
k ers IS
· raise
· d to .·at Ieast $2 p~r h
.. human·
'
th e rate· for ot h er wor_
?ur.
accomplishment that the
· E ·' h h .
·k
Altho.u gh Kroc.has denied that the purpose of the contnbut1ons
clients, as they are callep, of the
nQug ·. h:pe ~o eep you w~s. to influence legislation?· the major bene~iciarjes of the subMacDonald Training Center
E • . h f -tpy'
mm1mum wage for students would be franchise~ hke McDonald
for the qientally retarded take
nhou$_ _ai -~re. ·:
. 'th
and other employers of low-paid youth:
·
T ere are six c11ents on e
.
/. .
·
.
.
in being · able to hem a dress,
"M·
· •.· ff ,',W
The House has pass~ a rtummum wage bill with a sub· stuff a pillow, ca·tch a football ·
irror
sta
.
e
meet
· ·
· ·
Th e Senate-pass ed version
· · has no sueh.
·k· ,,
' II
T once· a · mm1mum
wage prov1s10rL
w.ee,
.or even spell their own names.
spe
s
omm
y
.
•·
Jth
H
.
·
f
df
.
.
h • I ·
·· · ·
prov1S1on. 0 n 0 ct. ·, . e ouse re. use or a secon d _nmeto
send
1
Janice Green works at the
a ;~o~y-. . ·. ·
ed b
its version to conference committee with the Se~ate. It is now
Center as one of the University ·
, b . ~- · __ 1.rror •s dsupdpo_rt .• Y · questionable wh,ether any _minimum wage legislation will be
. su
Volunteers. She is·enthusiastic
~ d' ·
·
"A. scnpnons,
. 'ban . onauons.
.
.
urmgtfi·e f'ma1·d ays o f th.1s session.
I1nua1 .SU scnptlon rate passeu
· .
·
and cheerfut with the clients, all
$2.00 Make all .checks'payable
.
.
between 16 and 42, all retarded
to The :MacDonald _Mirror. .
Youth Fares Abolished After Election?
in some way or other, and they
Supporr . ~he':. M·acD?nald ·· After· over four y ears of study, the . U.S. Civil Aeronautics
thrive un~er her attention,
Mirror;" · pl~ds the editorial · :Board is prepared to ari~oun'ce its 9ecision on discount fares for
She greets a roomful of girls
page. "Mait y.9ur subscript~on, persons 12 to 2r- years old. Sources at several airlines, many of
in the Cr:eative Production
along with your name, a~dress, which favor continuation of the fares, expect the announcement to
Arey.: Each on_e· is · .doing_.
and zip .' co.de to Th·e .' · bedehiyed un_til aftertheNovember el~etion ... becausethey expect
something . different · -MacDonald . Mirror, · .4424_. the CA~ to ba~-che privilege for. which over a million new youth
con.tributing to the colorful ··.
Tampa -Bay Blvd, . Tampa, traveler:s- apply each .year.
purses, dolls, pillows and _oth'er
.
articles-sold ·by the Center..
Florida · . 336.1 4: ·THANK . -,-.~- - - - - - - ~ ~.......- - - - - - - - - - Nancy; . Wooster · smilesYOU!'1. ·_ . .... ·.· . ,
·, ·.JACKSO.N:'S"· Bl,CYCLE STORE
Outsjde, the boys have ·a.
. .
widely atjd giggles as she
.
Nancy Tarvin
football • g?Jlle -going. , The
. . ·. · ·..~ ,
_11~ iju_ffalo .Ave. ·Phone ·232~06~.l .
.explains · th;n•:·she : is hemming impressed with the Center that
"do.11:ciothes.'-''· She reaches out j st~rted \\forking more hours. --.M~a~i;.;\ D?l_J?h~s .- v~ . :·.·. the ,· . :., -~ 1:-75,~
~~th"~o ~~ffq!o ·exit:. ½ Block ~est of"Fla·. Ave:
M1d~t\l_~/.T.~~~rs. · Law~nce ·: · __ · . ·· . ~
> · ··
. . .·
·... · _,
her)1andJor·~·yours and -pul-ls it It's not wh;it surroundings
Siegeh , .o,:;::,~e:::·T ampa ··: City · _;
·,· · .·
Moitta,~no - Kallc!io~ - Miami:.Sun- :'
.aftection~,ely ·to he! ~heek. ·: . -you're in that matters, it's what
Police-;, ~
' ~' ,e;v ery .M~pday J! 't',!':,-y_;sta ' .. c.-,T~i~ ~ !Yl>flhi.f.!,f .~Hpv, -~ r~rs;"., _~c~- ~cf? ,.
::>~,,:•.-·
;,. :•i_~ _o_t]1e.r:tgi5l;js .s_t_uffing' a- comes out of them.".·
1
·
•
f.rom
..
Z~
i,~{
_:~{$fa(~ati¢pfa\,}\
·"?'
'
~
·4t]'.\;_J,
~\
.
.
:,US
;/ ·F
·,;c
~~"-:;
:
"'
:
r~1.
:
·:.
·{·
;
'
,;•
;
~~:/•
·-·
~
\ pillti"V{~~y;~~fy,;:~er:·s~rerie . · T otnmy Prince is .editor of
.
"·' •·\.'.,-'", · ·•
:
,: ...
J.. ,.,. • ·. , ,..
n, • •,o .
~~tuueRl5'.0Rvrucuty-. .
... ~&.·.,.,
'Q·~:~w!th,tnem.H~w:titkS .•;. · ~·' .
·•'..;. ., • .,,. . . ....., ',-,.. ,,,• ', 1. ·,," .•' . . .• '~r-·~~f-i►
··i'mi~e bt'\Jyiiig;:h.er ya~rit.:ey~.-. ... The MacDonald · Mirror, a th1~g;U.
-·~ ,::i>f;;:. , . ..··:.", ·., : , ·.. ·,. ' . '·
. ;
.
'
' .
..,_!:'.\;;
PJ>nA.....-,~. ·_to. Jjlake.up .-:: ... - ...~ ... . '-t.J:$~$•~
' •' ~•,··,-·..•
·· ,,. ,.. ·
.
,..
. .. ,.
.. ,. . . -;) -•:, .:.;
~>" -Eieni~a-:_,,M:oy~~~.'· i:( .deftly · newsp~pei' : J~ut ·o ut soiely by late,ea~:"7J.
'
-· •'?" :}.) ~1/ . -, '• •
• :.,(,_• ... ,
.-1,,~ · :·: ·
founing perfes~ ·golder:i ribbons clients. T onµny has cerebral tqe tiQ'le..,h~) pencls· l)eE.e,_· ••· • ~- ~.;;- ::-· : •. ·-t/,•,:-7',• ;.,..-. •~,~-- · ·•·· · ' 1: ·
·
He
is
gn}t(with-rheIJ?',~fany,
::_-•
:
t··
•
•
.
·
·.
.
.
. · . .; ,
. on a · machine. She spells her palsy. He uses a board with
official ···wo_tild. . be -wi_th· any . .
·name right out loud, and. the alphabet printed on 'i.t to
group . o( :. "n~r~nal" . 'boy~ .
. ev~ryone 1s· . proud-· ~nd communicate with you, slowly
"Awrighde.ssgo,"
barks·.
...,.impressed·.
pointing . out words letter by
WEEKEND MOVIE
_ Ja_nice · says, "I was so letter. He is in the middle of "How's the grass· doin'
Fri.-Sat. 7:30 & 10:00
George?· Is- it growin?. Come'
Sun. 7:30
on, Pope, do so.mething' ."
504
with I.D .
. "They, 'baby these retarded
Sponsored by S.E.A.C.
people too much," says SeigeL
"You gotta understand . 'em.
This ~s . just my little
'--Continued from page 1
contribution-to society."
Perhaps ~he . spirit of the
Berry added that he could have printed Jurch's workbook, .
MacDonald Training Center is
. both printed pages and graph sheets, "cheaper." He would not
~- specify how much cheaper.
- best ca~ght by dient Cindy
For You
Craig in rhe ~pril 14 Mirror:
Money from books primed by the University pay
production costs, providing no profits.
There 1s a . certain thing in ·
.He added that deadlines depend on the material to be
each of us
published. "We try to get it in six to eight weeks before classes •
And that certain thing is love
_. start, but we ,could actually do it in about a week."
Which came from our
Dr. C;ul Riggs, vice president for Academic Affairs, has said
Saviour Jesus Christ.
he is not certainju~ch's .action is illegal under USF or Board of
Who was sent from heaven
Every Thursday ·
Regents policy.
.
above.
at the
Associate chemistry Prof. Jefferson Davis _is currently
'And
after
it's sent 'round the
,_ investigating the matter· on request of department chairman
whole wide world
Calvin Maybury. Davis said he intends to take the matter to the
· Baptist Student Center
Undergraduate Council .
Then he knows quite wel'l
11 :30 to .l:30
and sure
Erniejovers, a representative of Kendall- Hunt, has said that
That to those who feel that
without the graph pages ·the total retail cost would run about
Only 50 ( Questions?
they're always left Out
$3 . If bought separately, an amount of graph paper comparable
Call 988-6487
It will_ bring to them _a cure. ·
to the book's would cost less than $2.

Training center clients
talce pride in activiti es
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INTRAMURALS
~1iUi1Uffll. . J ~ J ~

Football players.
continue action

Block that kickl
Members of the Tau
Phj team
· Epsilon
combine in a joint effort
to block an extra point
attempt in Monday's 106 victory over Phi Delta
Theta. Football actio.n
takes place MondayThursday
on
the
intramural fields from
4: 15-6:45 p.m.

'

TEP 10, Phi Delta Thet'1 6
PE Seniors 14, Primos 6 ·
Kappa Sig 20, TKE O •
Zeta 2 0,. Lambda 2 0
Beta 3 East 19, Beta ! East 8
Pi Omega Tau 21, Chimps 6
Undecided
I, Wonder
Wanhawgs O (forfeit)
FBT 7, Freshman Medical
School 6
Beta 3 West 13, Beta Ground
0
Alpha 4 West 6, Alpha 2 West

2
Benwick 's Boys 31 , FHAC
Trotters 0

Oracle photo by Jerry Litynski

Netters prep forsprin·g -s-e·ason
.

.

.

By Ron Mumme
Oracle Sports Writer

While USF's soccer team has
been attracting most of the
athletic attention this fall, a
small group of men have been
quietly working out daily at
the Andros Tennis Courts.
But even tho.ugh the original
crew of 35 has dwindled down
to about 20, tryouts for Spaff
Taylor's tennis team continue.
"Things are looking pretty
good," said Taylor. "We',re
now getting down to the core
of the people who really want
to play."
The group has been
practicing since the first day of
classes this quarter on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at
· 4:30 p.in. The remaining days
of the week are reserved for
intrasquad challenge matches
between the individual players.

Spaff T·a ylor
The fall program has not just
been for either scholarship
players or walk-ons only-, but
includes both groups.
"For walk-ons, " said
Taylor, "we've got some of the
best looking ' prospects we've
ever had. But I've also been a
little disappointed about some
of these guys who haven't been
putting out as much as they 're

.

capable or have just qu1t.
There've been two or three
guys like that, but the rest have
really been sticking with it."
Eleven last year against a
major college sch~dule, USF's
netters have another tough
season ahead. Big-time foes
such as Florida, Florida State,
~inc inn a ti., Va n d er b i l t ,
Kentucky, South Carolina and
Duke have been slated for the
sprmg.
"We're technically a college
Taylor
division
school,"
remarked, "but three-fourths
of ourn competition is with
university division schools. We
play a major college schedule."
But Taylor has expressed the
usual complaint of all USF
coaches, n_o t being able to offer
full scholarships to all their
team
members,
and
accordingly, making recruiting

Swift .beaten by student
as Karate ·.Club triumphs
•

,I

•

•

1

~

op.e of his own students at that.
John Schneider f~r top !honors
But that's what happened
in the black belt division and ·
when the _big black belt went up
when Schneider did the exact·
Jack Sw,ift, a· graduate
against Wayne David, only a
same as Swift, David was the
student at" ~ USF, and his
seconddegreebrownbelt'atthe
wmner.
Yoshukan ;J<.arat-e Club have
never fail~.' to place in a
time.
"It was really rather a shame
Everyone at the St. Pete
forWaynetohavetowinitthat
tourney ancl 'Tuesday night's
1972 Bay Area Karate - Beach Recreation Center
way," Swift said of David's
. Championships was no
smirked when Swift and David
disqualification victory,''
exception a~;_ the club captured· bowed to fight. But at night's
because he was fighting well
team honors·:
end David had the last laugh.
an~ looked ,good."
Although, Swift was
"I had been telling Wayne
"In fact, I'ni damned proud
confident of a team victory he
for a month or so that he leaves
of the whole USF Competition ·
never expected to lose, anci to
his face open wh i n he
Karate Team," said Swift of his
punches," explained Swift. "So
club which swept every
fighting division from
when he rushed me with his
punch I smacked him a little in , white belt through black belt.
the forehead."
Swift, though a little down
on himself for getting
A flagrant violation of the
Beefy Wright. and his
rules, referee Tom Kresge disqualified,
couldn't say
baseball nine raised their
overlooked it, but when Swift . enough of his squad . "We
exhibition record to 5-0
"did an ·_instant-replay of the walked · in there to figh~, and
Mond~ y · w:ith an 8-1
first back-fist" the teacher was walked out with all the gold.
shellacking of Hillsborough JC_
disqualified _and his student was Everybody did exactly what he
(HJC) at Redsland.
victorious.
was supposed to ~o. Except
The victory followed a 3-0
David then went up against
me."
weekend win over St.
Petersburg JC. The Brahmans
South Florida Volkswagen Repair
were also scheduled to play a
20 years experience
"doubleheader against Valencia ·
REBUILT ENGINES • TRANSMISSIONS
JC but the contest was
,(i~
~'.)....
REBUILT ENGINES ·• TRANSMISSIONS • TUNE-UPS
cancelled.
(
:
~
@
\
BRAKES • ALL VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR WORK
USF will try to keep its
13301 22nd Street
perfect record intact today
Fletcher Ave. & 22nd St.
when they play host to HJC.at
Andy Ma_strogiovanni
Phone 971 -1 725
3:30 p.m.
· By Dave Moormann ,
Orcale ;~ports Edito~; ·

Brahman .nine
unbeaten so far-

-~=~

.e. _

.

difficult.
Taylor has received money
enough for two full rides, but as
other coaches have done, has
split that ·money up to help all
his team members.
"It's reall y unfair when a
team like ourselves goes up
against somebody like Florida
who has six or eight top players
on full _ scholarship," said
Taylor.
. That, the tough schedule,
and loss of last year's top player
Bill Joiner have made Taylor
less than thrilled about his
squad's chances this spring.
"When you lose your

number one man, you can't be
optimistic," said Taylor. " But
depth is important. If our
number three through six
players can come through for
us, we'll do all right. "

TIRED of .RENT
NEED STUDY SPACE

WR- MYSTERIES
OF THE ORGANISM

We must move our
'72 models

Brilliantly original
with gleeful
irreverance.
Satanically funny. ·

STEP INTO COMFORT
SPANISH MODERN
EARLY AMERICAN
Chose your own
style from our
GIANT selection

MusialllJ
MOBILE HOMES
10914 N.-NEBRASKA
PH. 971-9676

d, produced bY

@

- N [ V/SWE(K

- Tlt.1( MAGAZIN (

A picture of
blazing originality.
Must be seen. _, veo,,
Fri. Oct. 13 - Sat. Oct. 14
7; 9, 11 PM
Sun. Oct. 15 - 7:30 & 9:30 PM
ENA (Engineering Auditorium)

s1.oo
No one under 17 admitted
Filni Art Series

New ·-Course . Beginning October 16

SELF-HYPNOSIS
Applications in-Self-Improvement
lecture and Demonstration
( 1st Session of Course $2.00)
LEARN HOW TO CO~CENTRATE '(tH_EN STUDYING
REMEMBER WHAT YOU LEARN & WELCOME E~AMS
NEW MANAGER MOTOR INN .
INSTITUTE OF APPLIED HYPNOSIS 872-0698 5444 BAY CENTER DRIVE SUITE 124
Phone for Brochure
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Circle K ~treats' Se.f ine r !,id sBy Buddy Powell
Oracle Staff Writer
Last Saturday 20 kids from
Seffner Juvenile home were
treated to a picnic by the Circle
K group of USF and,
according to one girl from
Seffner, "had a far out time."

races, three legged-races and .a
dart throw.

To provide the kids with a
day in the park, Circle K sold
hot dogs last week at Terrace
Plaza. Part of the pr9fits paid
for the picnic items and the
remainder was donated to the
The. kids, ranging in age
from 9 . to 17, kept to _ Multiple SclerosisJund , which
themselves at first and -the is another project of the group ..
Gircle K gesture looked like it .
"I can't remember the last
might not go well. But as the time I played these kid games, .
games progressed the kids and I don't remember them
started acting more like kids, being this much fun," said one
and were l.ess inhibited in the of the Seffner kids .
o1der · Circle K members'
Things really got going-after
presence.
the soft drinks were gone and
Circle K a collegiate service the kids got into the ice.
organization, fed the kids Everyone was battered with .
hamburgers, soft drinks , potato . ice; the kids, Cathy Greer their
chips and other picnic goodies supervisor and a USF student,
and organized some · games, Circle K members and even this
includ'ing football, frisbee, sack Oracle writer. After the ice
drying out I talked to Greer fight while everyone . was
and . some of the kids ·who
Greer explained that the kids
gathered around.

'.

r

Two Seffner girls
•

. her ' , (Juc 1·mquenrs or
were _elt
dependents,-' th9se from broken
homes. The kids then burst in,
each eager to tell me why they
were in Seffner. They were.in
on charges like ·s kipping
school, possession of drugs,

Vets mus t fill out form s

About 200 of USF ' s
· veterans have not filled out
their· cei:tificatio·n forms from
registration, Veterans advisor
Bruce Daniell said yesterday.
Until these forms .are filled
out ·and returned to the
Registrar's Office, no

.. .throw darts at Circle K board.

. . .·.).n

l

certification will occur, he said. . part of November . .
· Daniell said certification
Action is expected this week
takes about three weeks after, on legislation increasing the GI
-·
the form ·is turned -in. New Bill, according to Rep. James
students should not expect Haley, (D-Fla. ) who was
their fir~t check, ·even though present at last weekend's VA
Hospital dedication.
they' re ·certified, until the first

-FOR Y O U R - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.INFO RMA TION
Medical technology
All medical tecti,nology majors
who are eligible to apply for
clinica1 training b e ginning
September, 1973 are urged to
attend a meeting with Dr. R.K.
Boler, Oct. 18 at 2 p.m. in UC 203.

·_.,.,

Micro Biology

"National Press Club Luncheon"
series on WUSF-FM at 10 a.m.
During the 60-minute Biology
program, Miller will attempt to
define th e riddle of American
politics in a discussion on "The
making of a president and other
business."

Wednesday and Friday mornings to
discuss code practices and theory
classes. Interested students should
contact Truett Smith at 971-109 2
dr go by SOC 387.

Chess Club
Any fa culty{Vembers or students
interested in joining the cti ess cl ub
should conta ct D an Beeman ext.
26 15 .

Flying Club

The Micro Biology C lub w ill meet
l;hursday at 7 :30 p. m . in SCA 32 3.
Interested ·students are invited to
attend.

The US F Flyi ng Clu b will meet
today at 7 p.m, in UC 200 .
Interested students are invited to
attend .

Radio Club

Pultizer Prize winning playwright
Arthur Miller will be the guest on
Fr~day's installment of the

The amateur Radio Club will
meet
Monday,
Tuesday,

The · Dj vision of University
Studies is offering coffee hours for
freshman and ~ophomore students
wishing to learn about major
coUege requirements, career and
USF services. Students may sign
up for the coffee hour of their
choic.e Monday ~ through Friday

·
i
· "
~--,~U
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TODAY.Aegean S~les, 9 a.m .• Lobby SW'.BIS Luncheon. noon, UC 255.
'F RIDAY. Aegean Sales, 9 a.m., Lobby SW. Movie, "The Andromeda
Strain-," 7:30 & 10 p.m .,' LAN 1.03.
·
SATURDAY. BIS Campus Day, 8:30 a.m .• uc' 200. 201,204,215, &
251. SAi Luncheon. noon, UC 252. BIS Campus Day Luncheon, npon:
UC 255 . & 256. World Affairs, 7:30 p.m ., UC 248. Movie, "The
Andromeda Strain," 7:30 & 10 p.m .• LAN ,03;
SUNDAY. Movie, "The Andromeda Strain,"
7 :30 p.m., LAN 103.
MONDAY. Aegean Sales, 9 a.m., Lobby SW. USF Women's Club
Luncheon, noon., UC 248. Movie, "Family Way," 7:30 p.m., LAN 103.
-TUESDAY . Aegean Sales. 9 a.m., Lobby SW.
WJ:DNESDAY. Aegean Sales, 9 a.m.; Lobby SW. Administrative
Luncheon, noon, UC 256.

COOPERA TfVE EDUCAT ION

-

Wednesday_, Oct. 1 8--Career Planning via Cooperative Education and
Orientation to the Co-op Plan, 2 p.m . (free hour), AOC 101·. All students
welcome but those attending are requested to sign up in advance in AOC
106.
All Co-op Offices now located in AOC 106, phone ext. 2171 . Those
,irivin!' n~rt, in l ot off Fle!rh~r _,lh,~ n11a !""rth r f IIA1_! ~ 1!
J.11 Co-ops on campus who would like to serve on the Co-op Director's
Advisory Committee· may submit their names to Mrs. Jeffery, AC 106.
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running awar :in~:,onc 15- published, I guess I will send
year-old was in fo'r ~uto theft, them to Seffner, because· they
"a bum rap " she $aid.
_ were really great kids.
When it was time·to leave the _
kids asked to ·stay longer, as
kids usua-lly do, but they had to
be back at Seffner by a c~rtain
time so they ioaded up the cars
with the picnic remnants and
began the drive back .
A couple of the girls came by_
before leaving, and asked this
reporter to send some of the
pictures he had taken. Si.nee
pictures of identifiable juvenile
delinquents can not be

€~'I
~, 91ie·

Council ·
continues
Elections continue today for
the social science student
advi~ory council from 9 -a.m. 7 p.m. for social science majors.
Don Lacey, spokesman for
the council, . said - speech
pathology majors will vote at
·Apt.
29
Univer s ity
Apartments, directly north of
camp~s, and that all other socia1 ·
science majors will vote in the
S~cial Science Buiidi,ng lob.by ..The council,.~ q:>n..sisting qf ~
two, stud en ts , , from each
department, represents.· the
student body of social science
in th~ academic policy-making
process.

Slacks
Shirts
& Jeans

_Now 2
Locations
10024 N. 30th St. ·
.&
W~ ~: r,andon
.946
. . ..

-~ Blyd. ;/

· Route 60 BrandonOpposite Bra ndon :Ma ll
)

,

'.

_Coffee hours

Miller inte_
rview

,_....

Oracle photo by Buddy Pow e!t

-

Representative s
from
the
Workers League will speak
~'The
· 1972 elections and the need for a
labor party," Saturday at 8 p .m . in
UC 215.

on

Young Socialis~s
" Social alternatives in 1972"
will be the topic of the Young
. Socialists meeting today at 8 p.m . .
in UC 255 .

LUN C-HEON SPEC IAL~• ~.

rh;s Week
Half Ba_rbe_qued Chicken

·1 ~-

Succulent Baked ·Beans and Kosher Pickle
11° am - 6 pm.
854

'. Ml ~ACK YARD -. 'Pt_ea1l1..1
2 mi. South at Busch Gardens. 40th St.

g~od

..J

•
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APPLICATIONS
Now Being Accepte d

for staff positions on the
SOUTH FLORIDA REVIEW
LITERARY MAGAZINE ·
Undergraduat~s May Make.Application in LAN

Candle Making
The UC Craft Class

will feature

,-.~ -:;_;, ~le: .::_:::..z:t ..;:~~.ws '"'(.jc,y
from 6 :30-9:30 p.m. in the UC
craft shop.

...•

I

- 471
Deadline Oct. 24 . •

.

Applicants will be interviewed at 2 P:ni. on Oct. 25 in (AN
471 . App~intments will be ba.sed on previ ous experinece, or
c,asses, in writing or on llter~ ry pubhcat,os:
The University i, on EquolOpportunity Employer and no applicant will be rejected on the bo~is of race,
religion, sex, or nationa lity.
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CLA.S SIF IED .AD ·S
Real Estate

Help Wanted
Stud~nts who need $30.to S50 \\-'.eekly-Evening Routes 4:30 to 8:30 p.m.
· Fuller ijrush Delivery Serv-ice Phone
. .
988-7748.
Telephone Sales pt. time, 'M-F, 5-9
p.m. $2/hr. guar . sai: . plus
commissions. Pleasant working cond.
Exper. preferred-not necessary . if
enthusiastic w/ pleasant voice. Will
train. Call _Mrs. Rey~s, Variable
Annuity Co., 221 N. Howard. 253. 2841 or 253-3'842.
NEED MONEY?
On your free d?ys, do warehouse, .
construction work, etc. Get cash daily.
Handy Andy Temporary Service:
Open 5:30 a.m. Come ready for work. _
1733 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Parr Time girJ • Friday. General
assistant to executive in creative design
field. Call 920-6509.
Student needed for child care-9
· hrs./eve. , 3-5 days a wk. Will have
plenty of time -to study. Prefer Elem.
Ed _Major. Must love children.Judy or
Evan 971-4893.
VA CANT POSITIONS AT USF.
The following positions are to be filled
Registered Nurse-$7,788; Lab
Technologist 11-$ 7,3 71-; University
Police Officer-$7 ,39 2; Groundskeeper
1-$4,364; Custodial Worker-$4,115;
Maintenance Repairman-$ 5,554;
Custodial Superv isor-$4 ,5 7 3;
*Computer
Carpenter-$6, 9 74;Programmer 1-$8,424; Computer
Il-$10 ,524 ;
-Systems- . Analyst
Opera.ter-S7,176;
C omputer
*Keypunch Operator-SS,556; R adio TV ENGINEER I-$7,371 ; RadioTV Engineer I (50% )-$3,588; Radio- ·
TV Traffic Coordinator-$5 ,304; TV
Studio Supervisor-$6,974; *Secretary
III~$6,300; *Secretary Il-$5 ,556;
*Secretary I-$5 ,040; *Secretary I
111*Clerk
(50 % )-$2,520;
$4,446;5,556; *Clerk Typist Il$5,040; *Clerk Typist II (50%)$2,520; *Clerk Il-$4,800; *Clerk
Typist 1-$4,320; *Clerk 1-$3,960;
*Statistical Aide I-$6,000; *Statistician
1-$7,7'88; *Cashier 11-$6,756; *Fiscal
Assistant I-$6,480; *Sales Clerk . 1*Receptionist-$5 ,040.
$4, 3 80;
(*REQUIRE TESTING) For a daily
up-date of vacant_ positions, call the
JOB LINE 974-2879. Interested
persons should contact _Personnel
Services for determination of eligibility
and THE UNIVERSiTY OF
SOUTHFLORIDA IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Misc.' Wanted
WE WILL BUY ANYTHING.
Com·e by MEN ARD PAWN and
GIFT SHOP. 14038 N . Florida Ave.
Discount on used car parts. 935-7743 .

Services Offered
Golf clubs regripped and other minor
repairs make by golf professional.
Wuick service at rea~onable prices. Call
Rod .after 6 p.m. at 971-5620.

·-w1 ·.4 FIMllY

Near Fowler
Immediate Occupahcy·
·Au tomotive
Ideal for , access to USF·, VA; & U-C
Hospital. Ha_s 4 BR, 2 bath, fam. ~m. ·
VOLKSWAGEN CAMi>MOBILE
_cm . H / AC. -In Br.iarwood on quiet
. '
1969 Pop-cup, radio, electric · air
.Cul-De-Sac. 3 years. new . Mid 30s.
co~ling, trailer hitch, ~~w rir~s. new
Call Bud Manke, Assoc., evenings
battery. One owner. lmin~culatc.
·884-0371. _T am-Bay Realty, Inc. 876$HOO. 734-1009."
. 2404. ,
~

The Generation. Gap that
Exploded into a Love-in

.

Dancing .G irls /or
Boys of All Ages
i:-QSciillJe~.1Sciii~~~

STARTS
FRIDAY

MIDNIGHT SHOWS
FRI. & SAT .

~
CONTINOUS SHOWS FROM 11 :45 AM

The longest mustache o·n record is that
of Masuriya Din, a Brahmin of the
Partabgarh district in Uttar P~eshdesh,
India. It grew to an extended sp~n of
l 02 inches in 3 years & costs over $30 a
year to upkeep.

·:'·
••
l~ffl

.

~
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Travel
Opportunities
JAMAICA PROJECT - 14 days,
Dec. 8-22 . 4 hrs . credit. $360. S25
deposit with application. Limit 20.
Apply n·o w, Off-Campus · Term
Program, FAO 122, ex . 2536 .

Personals
. Need tutoring in elementary German .
Please phone 238-4 l 34 after 4 p.m.
PRIVATE PILOT GROU D
SCHOOL. T hursday October· 12,
. 1972 7-9 PM T aught by Major C. F.
"Buck " . Salter, Retired ; Former
Instrument _Instructor & Flight
Examiner MacDill Air Force Base. $6
per member USF Flying Club. $9 per
non-member.
ATTENTION: Any student that has
resided at C,ollege Park Apts. on
Fletcher Ave. please contact Mike at
949-6402 after 6 or 223-0132 between
l and 5 p.m .

For Rent
$75 A MONTH
We offer the following for $75/ month .
(per person) including utilities: 4 BR
fur~ished townhouses with WW shag
carpet, cen. H / A, modernistic kitchen, ·
patio, & balcony. Come by yourselfroommates provided-or with friends.
We have 2 pools, basketball, tennis,
billards, ·ping pong, pinball, & color
TV lounge. Student & youth oriented.
DOS
MANCHA
LA
APARTMENTS. One block from
campus, off fletcher on 42nd. 9710100 .
2 Bedroom ape, air cond, incl . modern
facilities, shag carpet, pool, Rec room.
For information see Mike or Lenny at
North Side Villa, Apt. · l, 14604
Skipper Pl-.

1969 Datsun 2000. 5-speed, radial
tires, new clutch and otherextr-as . Must
sell to finish Quarter II and . III to
graduate. Price $1295. Call Steve 9861 71 l.
1965 Cadillac: $7 50. Very clean. 2519 ·
N. Habana Place. Phone 932-0204.

Miscellaneous

· -:·•.
. :'\, ,II, II~-"'~
----,:;:,:

l _ . WE HAVE ~

: - ,.

PYN~ITE. llt N.

11-2

a. .aw;

.·®

-OPEN
'till 1 AM
7 days
a week

FOR
DELIVERY
CALL·_.
971-2018

Are you Brave? I DARE you to call
9 ~4-2400. S.D.
UNDERGROUND COMlX
"Largest selection in Tampa"
SUR VIV AL BOOK WORKS
Corner of 123rd Ave.&. Nebraska
Open 7 days a week 11 :00 a.m.-7:30
p.m.
MACRAME· CLASS MON &
THURS N IGHTS. All material &
instructions for sampler wall hanging.
$5.00 Call for reservations.
CRAFTS UNLIMITED
4958 Busch Blvd.-Busch Plaza
l O a.m. to 9 p.m. 988-6403
Volunteers wanted to organize and
carry out some Univ.-wide research
and writing. Any major, any y~ar. Call
Mark, ext. 2741, 8-12 a.m. this week.

Motorcycles
& Scooters
1971 Honda CB 350cc Street Bike.
Under 4000 miles, perfect condition.
Luggage rack & Helmet. $650. Phone
971-4893.

·A m·ust see_in Tampa
Adult motion pictures. You must be 18 years -~f age and
prove it to gain admittance. Daily 11 a.m. to · 12 p.m.
Midnight shows Saturday.

PROGRAM CHANGES
.MONDAYS & FRIDAYS EVERY WEEK

974-2400

1503 7th :AVENUE TAMPA
248-1378 .

S.E.A.C . .

Misc. for Sale

Golf Clubs, bag, head covers-$75.
Starter clubs-$20. · Drafting tools,
TY PING - FAST, NEAT,
· A<::QURATE. All types of work. - drawing board, ! ftache case-$20.
Phone {>21-1631.
Nina Schiro, 11110 N. 22nd . St. 9712139. If no answer, 235-3 261.
One year old TYPEW RITER- with
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
half-space ke·y, paragraph indent key,
IBM Seiectric - Statistical Data, . and change-of-type key . Excellent
Dissertation, T hesis, Resumes, Term
condition. 971-2139
P apers T urabian, Campbell , USFADULT BOOKS, INC .
·Refei-ences - G loria . 884-1 969.
Dealer of Erotic
.Contract Lawn Maintenance-Done by
Magazines, films, novelties, party
. USF Botany student. Call 996-2531
records, peep shows; IO a.m. to 10 p.m .
after 4 p.m. , on weekdays-anytime on
3 715 Busch Blvd.
weekends .
Single size waterbed w/ frame-$20. 24
LSAT and GRE prep courses caught
inch girls .bike-$15. Dinette set-$3 5.
by MA degree holders. Five min . from
d~sk & chair-$ I 0. Small chest
Student
USF at Tryon School. 11401 Davis
freezer-$50 .· l.964 Fairlane W~gonRd . Call 988-7228 .
$ 125. 988-06 75. 4120 E." 98th Ave.
LESSO S- Classical_& Folk guita r for
Washer and dryer, good condition beginners through advanced. T aught
or best offer. Hotpoint .
$200
by qualified instructor with bachelors
frost free-$250 . ' 72 Puma
refrigerator,
.
981
7-3
83
music.
in
& masters degree
tent camper-$1400. Phone 971 -4893.
n}i n tn OT~nh v
l.r ~ r lvP- l )1c:::tinrrivP
u
•
C
·
• •
Siamese kittens sealpoint, affectionate,
y candid
reall
.U~ique portraits,
litter rrained, $10. Call 935-4595 after
weddings. Michael Campbell, phone
;.
5.
2}3-3561.
·1

Epiphon~ six-stringguitar; excellent
·.~nd.ition; $'l00. C,111 ~38-1245 after 6 ·
. p.m.

Friendly ·f eelings and the great t~ste of
Coca-Cola . That's the way it should be.

•

It's the real thing.Coke-

,1

Bonled under
.:

of The Coca -Coia ~~mpany by
;he author~v
.
.·
·~

Company
Coca-Cola.Bottling
Tampa
, .
.
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USF Sailing Club
Sailing Club members
often practice maneuvers in
their sporty Sunfish. A
Sunfish is no Kon Tiki but
it's perfect for enjoying.
Florida waters.

Oracle photos by Debbie Swanson

Cen ter dea ls with ever yda y' pro blem s
I

do·, it is better to have an ace in ·
effecti~ely with the pr~blems · center for help can receive
The Career Counseling and
the
hole."
of everyday living."
assistance the same day from
Guidance. Service, located on
A new unit has been ·
Thos·e persons having the second floor of the Andros
The counseling service is set any of three full-time
established in the Counseling up specifically to help students
personal problems are referred Classroom building , is
counselors; appointments can
Center to.deal with problems of develop realistic career goals · · be made for return visits.
to other departments where ·a available to all full-time
future job markets for college through counseling, use of
team
of professionals with students free of charge.
With emphasis placed on the .
students.
career information, knowledge
multi-poten tials of the different expertise can provide
The unit, reorganized as the of the job market and
inciividual in relation to the .the assistance required for the
Career Counseling and exploration
student to succeed in the
future
of alternative
job market, a primary
Guidance Center, is headed by educational and career goals.
college
(;!nvironment.
goal of the center is the ·
Jorge Garcia.
·
Providing more · than just
A vailab~lity being a vital key
conservation
of ·human
Garcia said yesterday the in the program, Garcia made it
resources, Garcia said. "Even if information, the center stresses ·
Center's purpose "is to deal clear that anyone coming to the
counseling t.he student to deal
you know what you want to
with questions such as "What
am I doin_g here?", which is one
· of the most important services
offered for srudents while at .
USF, Garcia said. "We never
tell anybody what to do -- we
counsel,'' he added. " O.u r job is
· A newly-elected SG Senate
committee chairmen will ·· Richter's action was blocked
to help students realize their
will be swotn in tonight at 7 at
follow.
_last Thursday when the Senate
goals and commitments , never
the regular senate session in the
Legislation scheduled for voted to table indefinitely his
to discourage anyone ' s
UC Ballroom.
tonight includes consideration motion to rescind.
potential."
Senators elected in
o f Bill .# 1 9 in·v o 1vi n g
'72 MODEL
yesterday's special election will
impeachment proceedings for
take their seats and
ClEARAN~f
removal of judicial officers.
immediately commence·
Sen. Ken Richter, District 3 :
YAMAHA
TRIUMPH
HUSQVARNA
PENTON
legislating.
BSA
RICKMAN ·.
·Business, .., who only faced
All LIGH·T•WIIGHT
Senators will take the oath of
write-in opposition and
PRICES SUSNIDII
office after a roll call, the
yesterday expected to -be reJ.,. ,: )- ,r-J'
reading of the minutes and an
elected, said that he. wili again
8920 N . ARMENIA AV.E .
·invocation. John Hogg, SG
move to rescind Main Motion
TAMPA . FLA. 33604
. ofT■ 111,■
vice president, will conduct the
22~ involving student
7212 f ; IIIUSIOtO
935 - 2464 · 9 ,3 3-3528 '
-~wearmg-m.
•I Oriot1f 9ft 1-4
expression .of "solidarity with
Op.,.. , ...... sot., .• ,
Selection of a president proC•
o,~d
Svndo! & Me"doy
Open
·
8:30
am
to
6
pm
the people of North Vietnam
ternpore and ~leation of senate
and the Viet Cong."
Tues. & Thur_s.
8 pm
By Tim Matthew
Oracle Staff Writer

New ly elec ted ·SG sena tors
to assume offic e tonig ht
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WR:.. MYSTERIES
OF THE ORGANISM
Brilliantly original
with_gleeful
· irreveranc e. -•,wswm
Satanicall y funny.
.. ·A _picture of
blazing originality .
Must be seen. -~ v
- TtM( MAGAZINE

POST

Fri . Oct. 13- Sot. Oct. 14
7, '9, 11 PM
Sun. Oct. 15 - 7:30 & 9:30 PM
ENA (Engin.eering Auditorium)

$1.00
No one under 17 admitted
Film Art Series

-iC
-:~

·.TOWELS

:

All Types

39¢

tO $ 1 50
------

~
.:
-tic

~ - BATH MATS
: SCA TYER RUGS

$197 to $299

:

-.c

Stripes ·- Prints
Solids

·

KNIT PANTS .••••......•• •••...•..,...

------BEDSPREADS

-Ladies' ·

.

~

·

Men's TIES

·

SANDALS ••••••••••••• ••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••
Men's lrregulcir

.

[)RESS SHIRTS •.-............. ............. ....
Men's Sport

288

$988

-

PANTSUITS • •• •• • • • • • • • •• • •• •• • • •• •- • • •• • • • • • ••• $988

·

66¢

2/$5

·

99-i'
'-"

Lad'es'
1
.

·

.

HOT PANT SUITS ••••••••••••• ••••••••••• -. • ••
Dune Deck

·

LONG SKIRTS • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

Stripes Only

2 for $1 oo

_SIMILAR SAVI.NGS _ON ALL ITEMS IN -STORE.

$

688

$JBS
.

~-------------

~-----------------------------------1
s100 to $J99

$839

CAPS •••••••••••••• •• ~............ .............
$

Men's BELTS

Men's

Ladies' Polyester

$599 to $1 599

.

JEANS·····~···············--······ $299 -$5 99

.$ 266 tO $666

(Solid Colors)
-----DRAPES
--------- ----- -1

-iC .
-iC

!

All Sizes

Irr. Fiberglass

i(

!-.c

s·HEETS

----------

:

-.c

i

Armenia Shopping Center - N. Armenia & SUgh Ave. .
9:30 AM- 9:0~ PM Monday thru ~aturday - Clo5'~ Sunday - 935-27~2

:

-iC
~

~

,9:30 AM - 9:oo PM
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
CLOSED SUN DA y

*i*
:

*~

*:
*·
:
*l~
*
·**
*
i*
*
**
!!

~**************~******************************************************

